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Low Cost A/D Conversion
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INTRODUCTION

Many microcontroller applications require a low cost analog

to digital conversion. In most cases the controller applica-

tions do not need high accuracy and short conversion time.

This appnote describes a simple method for performing an-

alog to digital conversion by reducing external elements and

costs.

PRINCIPLE OF A/D CONVERSION

The principle of the single slope conversion technique is to

measure the time it takes for the RC network to charge up

to the threshold level on the port pin, by using Timer T1 in

the input capture mode. The cycle count obtained in Timer

T1 can be converted into voltage, either by direct calcula-

tion or by using a suitable approximation.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram for the simple A/D con-

version which measures the temperature.

BASIC CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

Usually most applications use a comparator to measure the

time it takes for a RC network to charge up to the voltage

level on the comparator input. To reduce cost, it is possible

to switch both inputs as shown in Figure 2.

Port G3 is the Timer T1 input. Ports G2/G1 are general

purpose I/O pins that can be configurated using the I/O

configurations (push-pull output/tristate). All Port G pins are

Schmitt Trigger inputs. RLIM is required to reduce the dis-

charge current.

GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION

The temperature is measured with a NTC which is linearized

with a parallel resistor. Using a parallel resistor, a lineariza-

tion in the range of 100 Kelvin can be reached. The value of

the resistor can be calculated as follow:

RP e Rtm * (B b 2Tm)/(B a 2Tm)

Rtm Value of the NTC at a medium temperature

Tm Medium Temperature

B NTC–material constant

The linearization reduces the code, improves the accuracy

and the tolerance of the NTC-R network (e.g. NTC e

100 kX g10%, R e 12 kX g1%, NTCUR g2%). Using

that method the useful range does not cover the whole op-

erating temperature range of the NTC.

GENERAL ACCURACY CONSIDERATIONS

Using a single slope A/D conversion the accuracy is depen-

dent on the following parameters:

Ð Stability of the Clock frequency

Ð Time constant of the RC network

Ð Accuracy of the Schmitt Trigger level

Ð Non-linearity of the RC-network

Figure 3. The maximum failure that appears when a saw-

tooth is generated without using a current source. In the

current application the maximum failure would be more than

15% without using methods for reducing the non-linearities

of RC-network/NTC-network.
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FIGURE 2. Basic Circuit Implementation
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FIGURE 1. Simple A/D Conversion
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FIGURE 3. Single Slope A/D Conversion

The maximum error occurs when the gradient of the expo-

nential function (RC) equals the gradient of the straight line

(counter).

To reduce the error that is caused by the non-linearity of the

RC-network a offset should be added to the calculated val-

ue. The offset reduce the failure to the middle.

Further, the accuracy can be improved by using a relative

measurement method. The following diagram shows the

method.
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FIGURE 4. Accuracy Improvement

Measurement:

Ð Timer Capture mode: RCAL * C is measured

Ð Timer Capture mode: RNTCUR * C is measured

Calculation:

Ð Build the vertical-component (RTMIN b RTMAX) of the

triangle

Ð Calculate the slope

Ð Calculate the actual temperature

Using this method the accuracy is primarily dependent on

the accuracy of RTMIN and RTMAX and independent of the

stability of the system clock, the capacitor and the threshold

of the Schmitt Trigger level. The variation of the capacitor

only leads to variation of the resolution.

The following diagram shows the ideal resistance/tempera-

ture characteristic of a NTC which is linearized with a paral-

lel resistor.
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FIGURE 5. Resistance vs Temperature Characteristics
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The following application example for temperature mea-

surement demonstrates the procedure. The temperature is

measured from 20§ to 100§ and is displayed on a Triplex

LCD display.

NTC20 e 100 kX g10%

RP e 12 kX g1%

Tm e 333 Kelvinx60 Degrees

B e 4800 Kelvin

NTC20URP e 10.7 kX g2%

RCAL e 10.7 kX g1%

TMIN e 20 Degree

RTMIN e 10.7 kX

TMAX e 100 Degree

RTMAX e 2.8 kX

C e 1 mF

RC-Clock e 2 MHzx200 kHz instruction cycle, 5 ms

Timeconst. e RCAL * Cx0.0107s

Resolution e 2140x11 byte, depends which Cap. value

is used

Accuracy e g2 Degree

This temperature measurment example shows a low cost

technique ideally suited for cost sensitive applications which

do not need high accuracy.

Figure 6 shows the complete circuit of the demoboard using

the Triplex LCD method and the low cost A/D conversion

technique.

The Triplex LCD drive technique is documented in a sepa-

rate application note.
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FIGURE 6. Circuit Diagram

Pressing key 1, key 2 the temperature is displayed in Degree/Fahrenheit.

Pressing key 3, key 4 Up/Down counter is displayed.
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SOURCE CODE

Figure 7 shows the flow chart of the program.
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FIGURE 7. Flow Chart
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The following code is required to implement the function. It does not include the code for the Triplex LCD drive.
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with instructions for use provided in the labeling, can effectiveness.

be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury

to the user.
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